
 

Researchers link mutations in antibodies to
heightened risk of allergic diseases in
children
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The study authors collected data from 51 children with weekly phone surveys,
regular chart reviews and household visits and yearly blood sample collection.
Credit: S.C.A. Nielsen et al., Science Translational Medicine (2019)
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A team of researchers from Stanford University, the University of
Cincinnati, Children's Hospital Medical Center and the Garvan Institute
of Medical Research has found a link between mutated antibodies and a
heightened risk of allergic diseases in children. In their paper published
in the journal Science Translational Medicine, the researchers describe
their multi-year study involving young children volunteers, and what they
found.

Over the past several years, medical scientists have come to believe that
the development of allergies in some people is likely due to a
combination of genetics and environmental factors. In this new effort,
the researchers conducted a multi-year study of the impact of 
environmental factors on B cell receptors in developing children. Prior
research has shown that B cell populations produce protective antibodies.
It has also been shown that B cell receptors go through a maturation
process during the first years of life and that the process is impacted by
exposure to chemicals involved in setting off immune reactions. By
studying the maturation process in children exposed to environmental
chemicals, the researchers hoped to find which, if any, might be
responsible for the development of allergies.

The work involved testing 51 children for exposure to environmental
elements and tracking changes to B cell receptors. The researchers
looked for the presence of household chemicals in the bodies of the
children along with a host of other molecules typically found in or
around the home. The children were tested routinely from birth up until
the age of three.

The researchers report that they found an increase in somatic
hypermutations (SHM) in two antibody isotopes (IgD and IgM) in
children who experienced a high number of respiratory infections. They
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also found that children who developed allergies or eczema had higher
rates of SHM in the IgE isotype, which had previously been linked to
allergic reactions. They also noted that children who grew up in homes
with certain cleaning products had higher SHM rates in IgE, IgD and IgG
antibodies. They conclude by suggesting that more studies similar in
nature could narrow down and confirm environmental contributors to
allergic diseases in children.

  More information: Sandra C. A. Nielsen et al. Shaping of infant B
cell receptor repertoires by environmental factors and infectious disease,
Science Translational Medicine (2019). DOI:
10.1126/scitranslmed.aat2004
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